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"Sixth Guardian, weren't you asking me who I thought I was earlier? Now you know!" Leon said with a mocking tone, looking at

the three guardians like they were clowns.

Even though he was non-staff personnel whose identity could not be leaked, he already decided to lock those two up for at least

eight to ten years!

There was nothing wrong with letting those three know at that point.

Furthermore, it would save a lot of trouble once they knew. They would at least stop asking him to join the Southern Boss!

It was precisely because of that, that he did not say anything when Oliver exposed his identity like that!

"That-"

The three of them were speechless. They felt their hearts turning cold.

They thought that Leon was just a useless kid without any power or background. The three of them did not think that Leon could

go against the Southern Boss!

Yet the three of them never expected Leon to be a noble Platinum Dragon Guard!

The Dragon Corps was a special department in the country. Leon had something like that to rely on. That meant that his

background was far greater than any of them expected!

Even if the Southern Boss was ten times more powerful, he would not be able to go against the Dragon Corps!

"This is bad!"

"Won't it be suicide for the Southern Boss to continue going against Leon?"

The three of them suddenly thought about something.

After that, they exchanged looks of surprise with each other!

The three of them thought that Leon going against the Southern Boss was a suicidal move!

It was finally clear to them that it was the other way around all along!

Even though the Southern Boss was quite influential and the Dragon Corps would not openly help Leon deal with the Southern

Boss for the sake of balance and order, Leon's status as a Platinum Dragon Guard already meant that he could not lose!

On top of that, Leon was so young, but already at the Almighty State. He was definitely not someone who would allow himself to

be bullied!

If the Southern Boss still wanted to take Cynthion Group from Leon, he would eventually be destroyed by Leon!

Not only that, Leon was just too secretive. The Southern Boss still did not know Leon's actual background and skills. He knew

nothing about Leon!

There was no way the Southern Boss would be able to beat Leon!

With that in mind, the three of them started to feel concerned for the Southern Boss, worried that the Southern Boss would bring

himself to his end!

However, they no longer bothered to worry about that when they thought of their own situation!

Leon suddenly became a high-ranking Platinum Dragon Guard!

With Leon's status, it would not be hard at all to get the Dragon Corps to look into their crimes!

It would be hard for the three of them to avoid prison this time!

In the end, they were not in the situation to worry about anyone else!

Sure enough, before they could even finish their thoughts, Leon's cold voice was heard.
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